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Offer for Sale (OFS)

What is the meaning of OFS?

Offer for sale (OFS) enables promoters to dilute their holdings in listed companies in a 
transparent manner with a wider participation through exchange based bidding platform. 

What are the main advantages of OFS?

• As it is a system based bidding platform, it involves least amount of paper work
• Less time consuming as it’s an automated process
• Minimum spread between application and allotment of shares
• Cost effective; usually companies offer discount on floor price to retail investors which is one 

of the key reasons for retail investors to participate
• Convenient

How can one participate in OFS?

Any investor would need to have an active trading and demat account in order to participate in 
OFS. Except the promoters of the company, all market participants like individuals, mutual funds, 
foreign institutional investors (FIIs), insurance companies, corporates, other qualified institutional 
bidders (QIBs), HUFs, etc. can bid/participate in the OFS process or buy the shares. The 
promoters of the company can only participate as the sellers in the process.

How much of the entire issue is reserved for retail investors?

According to SEBI guidelines, a minimum of 10% of the offer is reserved for the retail category. 
PSUs may offer up to 20% reservation for retail investors. An investor can invest upto Rs. 2 Lacs 
under the retail category on one company OFS. The other category is the general category or Non 
Institutional Investor (NII). 

What is the meaning of floor price under OFS?

Floor price can be defined as minimum price at which an investor can apply under OFS. Any 
order below the floor price will not be accepted. It is not mandatory for the seller to disclose the 
floor price.
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How does OFS process work?

Investors can bid to buy shares in OFS through an equity and demant account with a broker like 
Prabhudas Lilladher. Sellers are required to deposit the offered shares with the exchange before 
11 am on T day of OFS. 

Once the OFS starts, investors can bid online or through calling the dealing numbers of 
Prabhudas Lilladher (Broker). Orders can be modified or cancelled during offer timings except in 
the last 60 minutes, i.e. till 2:30 pm.

No leverage is provided to the investors against the stock margin available in the trading accounts 
and thus they are required to deposit 100% of the order value in cash to bid for it. Also, the funds 
allocated for OFS cannot be utilized for other investment purposes or against any other obligation 
of the trading member.

Once the bidding is over, allotment price is fixed and allocation is done. Successful bidders will be 
allotted shares directly into their demat account on T+1 basis the very next day. In case of partial 
allotment or no allotment, refunds will be made on the same day itself. This makes the OFS 
process really fast, just like buying shares of the company from the open market.

The issue period of the OFS shall not exceed one trading day. There are no additional charges to 
place bids under OFS. Transactions charges, STT and other charges which are levied in normal 
equity segment would be applicable for OFS segment.


